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Abstract—Collaborative cache management in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) environment is considered as an efficient technique to increase data accessibility and availability, by sharing and coordination among mobile nodes. Due to nodes’ mobility, limited battery power and insufficient bandwidth, researchers addressed these challenges by developing many different collaborative caching schemes. The objective of this paper is to review various collaborative caching techniques in MANETs. Collaborative caching techniques are classified by methods used in serving queries, such as: hop-by-hop discovering, broadcasting messages, flooding, and query service differentiation. This review reveals that techniques utilizing hop-by-hop methods have better performance compared to others, especially techniques using additional strategies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile computing is a new paradigm emerged from the exponential development of wireless networking. Advances in wireless communication engage focus in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs). This allows a portable device to access required information services and data via a shared infrastructure, without considering physical location and movement behavior. Dynamic mobility, disconnections, limited bandwidth, variable capacity links, limited resources and energy are the main characteristics of MANETs [1-4]. Therefore, accessing distant data in such a situation reduces system’s performance in terms of average delay, hit ratio, and bandwidth. The typical wireless mobile network architecture for MANETs, consists of a wired network, mobile nodes (MNs), base stations (BSs) and a database server (DB) connected to the wired network. BSs communicate with mobile nodes located within the coverage range, known as wireless cell [5, 6]. There are two types of wireless channels, defined uplink and downlink. Uplink channel is utilized for sending requests from MNs to the BS, while downlink is used by the BS to send information to the MNs within the cell range. One of the functions of the BS is to ensure MNs are able to communicate with other networks by sending their queries. The BS also manages handoff and mobility functions [7].

Caching frequently accessed data in mobile devices is an effective method to enhance performance in a MANET. Hence, while requests are satisfied locally, data retrieval response time is reduced [8]. However, a reliable cache management in MANETs is difficult to be achieved due to dynamic movement, disconnection, limited bandwidth, and limited energy consumption [9-11]. Therefore, accessing distant data in MANETs is costly in terms of delay, energy consumption, and bandwidth usage [12, 13]. Collaborative caching is developed in order to share the cache content among a number of participating nodes. Figure 1 shows the four fundamental schemes for sharing cache content among participating nodes. In IndexCache each node caches its own query result and a distributed index is built on top of these local caches to facilitate sharing. In CacheData each node is assigned a particular part of the cache data space and the results of each query are not stored in the node who requested it, but instead at the node that is responsible for that part of data space [14]. Furthermore, intermediate nodes cache data to serve future queries. A limitation of CacheData is that cached data items in intermediate nodes could take a lot of space. CachePath provides the hop count information between source and destination. By caching the data path for each data item, bandwidth and query delay can be reduced since data can be obtained in even less hops [15]. CachePath is used to redirect future queries along the cached path. In MANETs, the node caching the data items might leave the transmission range or it
might replace or remove cached data items due to cache size limitations. HybridCache is developed to further improve performance by considering the advantages of both schemes CacheData and CachePath, while avoiding their weaknesses.
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Collaborative caching is particularly attractive in environments where the network is constrained in terms of bandwidth and disconnections. Collaborative caching also offers several benefits, since it enables efficient utilization of available resources by storing different data items and sharing them among neighbor nodes [16, 17]. Furthermore, by introducing peer-to-peer device partnership, it can reduce query latency, provide a higher number of hits and increase the accessibility of requested data items [18]. Collaborative caching improves the performance of mobile query service compared to simple caching in MANETs for two reasons. At first, in collaborative caching, requested data items can be retrieved from neighboring nodes instead of the remote database server, reducing the risk of dropped packets caused by network congestions and link failures. Additionally, nodes can still receive requested data items from neighboring nodes while network partitioning occurs [19].

II. RELATED WORKS

The survey in [20] outlines different studies on cooperative caching in mobile P2P networks. This survey described cooperative caching based on cache placement, replacement, consistency and security. Authors concluded that most studies on cooperative caching in mobile P2P focus on resource searching instead of data access. Authors in [12] classified and compared existing cooperative caching strategies based on performance metrics, such as query latency and cache hit ratio. Authors in [12] found that having a strong consistency in caching schemes, lead to efficient information retrieval architecture. A hypothetical analysis of various cooperative caching schemes is proposed in [10, 21], where authors presented the advantages and limitations of previous schemes in a MANET, in finding a data item with less resources (e.g. network bandwidth, energy etc.) and improving the performance interiour of data availability and latency time. This review not only extends and updates previous reviews [10, 12, 20, 21] but also proposes collaborative caching for future researches in MANETs and has the following differences:

- Different goal: Our main purpose is to understand, classify, and analyze the existing methods used to serve queries in collaborative caching techniques in MANETs, in order to direct future research, while other reviews [10, 12, 20, 21] mainly aimed to provide an overview of quality cache management and performance metrics analysis.

- Comprehensive studies: This paper reviews 35 studies. Authors in [10, 21] examined only 14 articles, while authors in [12] and [20] examined 7 and 30 respectively. Comprehensive study has advantages, since it reduces the bias and allows for a general conclusion.

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

This section classifies previous studies based on methods utilized to access and discover data items in collaborative caching in MANETs. These methods are: hop-by-hop discovery, broadcasting messages, flooding, and query service differentiation.

A. Hop-by-Hop Discovering

Hop-by hop discovering is one of the methods utilized by collaborative caching approaches. Works presented in [14, 15, 22] contain collaborative caching approaches to enhance data access in ad hoc networks. These approaches have similar schemes like IndexCache, CacheData, CachePath and HybridCache, while their cache discovery method is hop-by-hop forwarding. In other words, each node along the way to the DB is queried for the data. There are several routing algorithms that have been designed to route messages in MANETs. Some of them are proposed to reduce bandwidth consumption and query delay, where the amount of hops between data center and the requesting node should be as few as possible. However, a drawback of these schemes is that caching information of a node cannot be shared if the node does not lie on the path between the requesting node and the DB [9, 29, 23]. Besides that, in case a failure on the path, the request packet might be lost, or delayed until the node reestablishes the connection. Furthermore, they do not provide different services for different classifications of queries. Another example of collaborative caching using clusters is proposed in [24], which is called the Cluster Cooperative (CC) Caching. The main purpose of this approach is to reduce the cache discovery overhead and enhance collaborative caching performance. CC divides the MANET on geographical networks (clusters) which are equal in size. In each cluster, CC dynamically elects a node as Cache State Node (CSN) to maintain the Cluster Cache State (CCS) information of different nodes within its cluster domain. The CCS for a client is the list of cached items along with their TTL field. To improve system’s performance, all mobile clients within the same cluster form a collaborative cache system among them. In CC, if a query is missed locally, the client requests the data item from the cluster members by forwarding a request to the CSN. If the required data item is missed within the cluster members’ cache, the query is forwarded to clients along the path towards the DB. If the required data item is found along the path towards the DB (remote cache hit), the request can be served, without further redirecting towards the DB. However, if the query is missed locally, within the cluster’s members and remote cache, the query is forwarded to the DB. One of this approach drawbacks is that caching information of a client cannot be shared if does not lie on the path between the requesting node and the DB [9, 29]. Furthermore, the query in CC is only served through node
by node forwarding along the path towards the DB and not guided and coordinated to a particular data source.

Zone Cooperative (ZC) caching approach is proposed in [16] in order to minimize caching overhead by providing cache replacement policy. In ZC, each data item is stored in a particular data source, which acts as server, where each mobile host (MH) caches frequently accessed data items. The advantage of the ZC caching design is that it enables nodes to share their cached data items with neighboring nodes located in the same zone. Thus, cached data items satisfy not only the node’s own needs but also the needs of other nodes that are passing through it towards the DB. In ZC, each MH first searches the data item in its local cache, its zone cache after miss occurred at local cache, before forwarding the request to the next node that lies on a path towards the DB. In ZC, each MH caches the required data items based on server’s location. Therefore, a data item is not cached if the server of the requested data item resides in the same zone of the requested MH. If there is not sufficient cache space for the data item, ZC utilizes a least utility value (LUV) based replacement policy to enhance the efficiency of caching. However, query latency might increase if intermediate nodes lying between the requested node and the DB do not have the required data item [10]. Furthermore, there is no query service differentiation in ZC, where in real applications some queries should be served urgently. Group Caching (GC) is proposed in [11], which uses one-hop neighbors to maintain a localized caching status for performing the tasks of data item discovery and caching replacement, when a query is initiated by a mobile host. In GC, each MH maintains only one-hop neighbors in a group. Each MH sends its caching status to its group members. Each MH sends a “hello” message within transmission range to form a group of one-hop neighbors. A query is checked in the local cache once an MH receives it. If the local cache is missed, group table is checked to redirect the request to group members in order to serve the request, which is known as remote cache hit. If the remote cache is missed the request is forwarded to the next group along the path towards the DB. Once the intermediate group along the path receives the request, it checks the group table for the requested data; if the requested data item is found, it sends the request’s response directly to the MH requester. If a miss occurred at the intermediate groups, the query is forwarded to the DH. However, GC consumes more energy to check the requested data item within the group members along the path towards the DB. Besides, no service differentiation is utilized in serving queries. Thus, GC consumes energy in MH since each group members towards the DB have to be checked [10].

Another collaborative caching design is proposed in [19], based on cluster collaborative caching scheme for mobile ad hoc networks. This scheme improves caching performance in terms of data accessibility, query delay, and distance compared to caching schemes without collaborative caching policy. Information searching is based on clustering architecture, combining different methods, ranging from local to global search. In this scheme, MHs search for the required data items within neighbor nodes after a local miss. Initially, an MH checks whether the data server is its neighbor. If it is, the query is sent to the data server. In case the data server is not a neighbor of the MH, two cases are possible: a) MH is a cluster header, or b) MH is a cluster member. If MH is a cluster header, the ID list is checked for the required data item. If the ID is found, the query is forwarded to the corresponding cluster member. If the ID is not found, the cluster header forwards the query to the data server. On the other hand, if MH is a cluster member, it unicasts the query to its cluster header. Although the broadcasts based data search locates the nearest required data item, the energy and bandwidth cost of the flooding search is significantly high for a MANET. This flooding search can be problematic for network communication [17, 23]. Furthermore, queries are served without considering service differentiation. This causes query delay in fetching the requested data items. Authors in [9] introduced a cooperation and adaptive database caching system for MANETs known as COACS. Its main idea is that node caches submitted queries by indexing them to facilitate the process of locating the required data item in less delay. Nodes in COACS can play one of two possible roles, which are cache node (CN) and query directory (QD). QD is responsible for caching previously queries submitted by the requesting nodes, while CN is responsible for caching data items that are responses to queries. If a node requires a data item not cached in the system, the requesting node (RN) is served by retrieving the data item from the database server. RN could be any node including a QD or a CN. Once RN received the response, it will act as a CN by caching the data item. The nearest QD caches the query and makes an entry in its hash table to link the query to its corresponding data item. The query is checked at the nearest QD, and if it is not indexed, the request is forwarded to another QD. To minimize the response time of the system, COACS forms several QDs that are used as a distributed indexing system, whereby if one QD receives a query that is not indexed, it is forwarded to the nearest QD. This is continued until the query is satisfied by one of the QDs or the database server. However, even though COACS decreases the query delay to some extent, it is inefficient as requests are served through multiple QDs in order to locate the required data item. A query may be forwarded from one QD to another even though some of the QDs did not index it. This causes delay and lowers the hit ratio in serving queries. Besides, COACS serves queries without considering service differentiation, where in real applications some queries need to be served urgently.

The approach proposed in [25] considers the progress of data discovery. In this approach, nodes within a zone form a cooperative cache, since a zone transmission range is formed based on a set of one-hop neighbors. Each node has a local cache to store frequently accessed data, not only for its requests, but also for other nodes passing requests through it. Once the data are updated at the server, nodes’ cached copies become invalid. If a data miss happens in the local cache, the node first checks the requested data items in its zone before forwarding the request to the next node lying on the path towards the server. However, latency may increase if the requested data item is not cached in intermediate neighbors' nodes. In [26] the Group-based Cooperative Caching scheme (GCC) is described. This scheme is based on the concept of group caching, where each mobile host and its k-hop neighbors are allowed to form a group. Each mobile host maintained a
directory of cached data items. Each MN broadcasts a message to the group in order to obtain the directories of its k-hop group members. However, overhead might be generated by mobile host’s requests [27].

B. Broadcasting Messages

The approach proposed in [28], introduced a new type of caching, known as distributed group based cooperative caching in a mobile broadcast environment, called Tightly-Coupled Group (TCG). The main idea is to capture data affinity of individual peers and their mobility patterns in mobile broadcast environments where all TCGs are dynamic. It consists of two types of cooperative cache management protocols: cooperative cache replacement and cooperative cache management admission control. The latter is applied when MH experiences a local cache miss and sends a request to its peers. If some peers turn in the required data item to the MH and the local cache is not full, MH caches the data item, no matter whether it is returned by a peer in the same TCG or not. However, after a peer sends the required data item to the requesting MH, if they belong to the same TCG it must update the last access timestamp of the data item in order to raise its TTL in the global cache. In cooperative cache replacement, MH replaces the least valuable data item related to the MH itself and other members in the same TCG. This replacement satisfies three useful properties. First, the most valuable data item is always retained or kept in the local cache. Second, data items in local cache not accessed for a long period will be replaced eventually. Third, a data item in global cache which “spawns” replicas is first replaced in order to achieve an effective cache size. This approach focuses more on the availability of data items in a mobile broadcasting environment through scalable broadcast channels. However this approach relies on broadcasting messages to discover the required data items. The broadcasting message is received by all network’s nodes, including those who have not cached the required data items. In addition, queries in TCG are served without considering service differentiation. Thus, serving queries based on broadcasting messages in TCG caused network congestion and delay [21]. Besides, the TCG approach does not consider the mobile limited resources as it applied push and pull based data dissemination. Authors in [23] proposed a collaborative caching technique to enhance data access in ad hoc networks. There are two protocols based on the notion of a zone. The first protocol is IndexPush (IXP) Protocol, where an MN broadcasts an index message to regional nodes in order to promote a caching event. Basically, IXP is used to fetch the requested data item from a nearby neighboring node, if a node knows that its neighbor has cached it. The second protocol is called Data Pull/ Index Push (DPIP) Protocol, where a requesting node may broadcast a special request message to nodes in its zone, asking them to serve its demand. This type of process works as pull-based with implicit index pushing property. DPIP allows a wider scope of local resources caching cooperation without involving any additional communication overhead. However, the protocol works well in environments where the zone contains a small number of nodes. Thus, this can be a drawback in IXP and DPIP protocols, as when a new node joins a zone, its nodes are not aware about the join node updates [29]. Therefore, less collaboration among nodes in the same zone consequently affects the cost in terms of delay when locating a data item. Furthermore, it lacks a query directory at the global level to guide queries to data sources, especially when queries cannot be served locally. Hence, lack of coordination and service differentiation in serving queries leads to inefficient bandwidth usage and server overload, since each node forwards queries directly to the DB. Authors in [30] proposed a scheme called Cooperative Caching (COCA) for conventional mobile database systems. COCA introduces a new logical layer between the mobile client cache and MSS layer, which is known as peer cache layer. This layer is invoked into two situations: firstly, when a miss occurs in local cache and secondly, when the query needs to be served by neighboring nodes. The request in COCA is served in the following stages: a) the required data item is checked in MH’s local cache. b) If a local miss occurs, MH broadcasts the request to its neighboring nodes. If any of its neighboring nodes has cached the required data item, it responds to the MH. c) If none of the neighboring nodes has the required data item, MH sends the request to the MSS. When the MH is residing outside of the service range and encounters a global cache miss, it suffers from an access miss. Furthermore, COCA can reduce communication attempts with the server by allowing MHs to share their cache among them. However, COCA has longer access latency, especially when MHs encounter a global cache miss, while the request is not served based on its classification, not coordinated and not guided to a particular data source as it broadcasts the request to all neighbor nodes. Furthermore, COCA is inefficient in terms of bandwidth usage due to broadcasting, which lowers system’s throughput because of network flooding with request packets [21].

C. Flooding

Authors in [31, 32] proposed a new type of caching to improve data availability and access efficiency, by collaborating local resources of mobile nodes and utilizing cooperation zones and hop-by-hop resolution. There are two basic fundamentals of cooperative caching that are tackled in [31, 32], which are cache resolution and cache management. For cache management, COOP maximizes the capacity of cooperative caching by reducing caching duplications within a short distance cooperative neighborhood. On the other hand, cache resolution addresses how to serve a query with less delay, bandwidth, and energy. Furthermore, COOP resolution is a cocktail scheme that develops based on three basic schemes. In the first scheme, adaptive flooding is used to estimate a proper flooding range based on the cost to retrieve the required data items. This limited flooding is not only used for the purpose of discovering a cached node around the requesting node, but also as an announcement method to share and manage cached contents among the neighborhood. The second scheme, profile-based resolution, utilizes a historical profile of previously resolved queries to determine the nearest data item source to a requesting node. If the required data item is not fetched using those two schemes, the query is redirected to the original data item source. In the third scheme, roadside resolution resolves the query via hop-by-hop along the forwarding path towards the database server. To improve data availability and access efficiency, authors in [31, 32] utilized flooding to discover data items instead of coordinating the
query to particular data sources that cached it. Serving queries using flooding and hop-by-hop resolution caused network traffic since all queries are served without considering service differentiation and are not guided to a particular data source. Hence, using flooding can be problematic for network communication [23], and consequently leads to query latency, especially when the number of queries or the number of forwarding nodes to the remote data source is increased [29].

D. Query Service Differentiation

Due to limited mobile resources, such as insufficient wireless bandwidth, disconnections and client’s mobility, collaborative cache management faces vast challenges. Query latency is one of the issues that are tackled in collaborative caching management. A priority-based caching service in web caching and content distribution is proposed in [33], describing a service that differentiates the caching mechanism based on priority queues. It provides the ability to differentiate services in terms of hit rate and object lifetime, with minimal efficiency penalties compared to conventional caching techniques. Therefore, service differentiation can be beneficially applied to proxy caches and Content Distribution Network (CDN) server. However, most of the existing collaborative caching techniques in MANETs environments have been developed without considering service differentiation. Serving requests by checking each node towards the database server without considering the urgent needs for required data items causes delay and increases the number of hops. Authors in [34] review the current Quality of Service (QoS) routing mechanisms and frameworks for multimedia traffic in MANETs. They review two QoS categories: QoS solutions that depend on routing protocols for selecting a new hop based on QoS parameters and QoS solutions based on specific design frameworks along with integration of various modules that are applicable with any routing protocol. However, there is still a wide area of research before proposing a QoS framework for MANETs, particularly for multimedia traffic, to overcome limitations such as resource reservation, connection admission control, etc. which helps in reducing the delay of query responses. The approach presented in [35] can be categorized under hop-by-hop discovery with some enhancements that apply query service differentiation. This approach attempts to enhance the data access efficiency and cache discovery performance in hop-by-hop, by adding some new features, such as node cached data item information indexing that facilitates in guiding the queries to a particular data source. Hence, this approach attempts to increase the collaborative caching among neighbor nodes, since each node is provided a Recent Priority Table (RPT) to index its neighbor nodes’ cached data item information. Query classification either as priority or normal, which is specified by the requesting node, is utilized to determine to which data source the query should be forwarded. This enhances the hop-by-hop method by coordinating and serving queries with less forwarding hops. This helps serving queries in MANETs with minimum cache discovery overhead and delay. Table I presents a summary of the existing collaborative caching works, proposed to improve the efficiency of data item access and cache discovery in MANETs. Two points can be highlighted: At first, most approaches utilize hop by hop while others utilize flooding and broadcasting messages to access the data items. However, these flooding and broadcasting methods can be problematic for network communication and consequently cause query latency, if the neighbors of intermediate nodes do not have the requested data items to serve the request. Moreover, most of the presented approaches, served queries without considering service differentiation.

Table I. Summary of Collaborative Caching Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>HbH</th>
<th>QSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a review of various collaborative caching techniques in MANETs. The collaborative caching techniques increase the efficiency of data accessibility and availability in MANETs environments by sharing and coordination among mobile nodes. We discussed the advantages of methods utilized in each technique, in order to improve the performance of fetching a data item in MANETs by using less bandwidth, and power. Moreover, we addressed the limitations faced by the mobile database environments in MANETs. The analysis reveals that techniques utilizing hop-by-hop methods have better performance compared to those utilizing flooding or broadcasting methods. This review will be helpful to future research in terms of improving data accessibility and data availability in MANETs.
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